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PREFACE
Artists, craftsmen, and teachers of art and crafts,
could contribute more to the experimental use of plastics,
either as a medium by itself, or in combination with some
other material. It is my purpose as a high school teacher
of art and crafts to investigate some applications of two
different kinds of plastics in combination with wood.
To implement my work I have used a thermoplastic in
sheet form, called polystyrene or styrene, which has a long
established reputation in the plastics industry. It is
colorful and easily worked with hand tools. The second
plastic material used is thermosetting,and is one in the
family of rapidly expanding resinous materials, oalled epox-
ies. The superb bonding capabilities, dimensional stabil
ity, and resistance to water and heat, were deciding factors
in its choice.
I undertook the written research with the thought of
using most of the material in my high school classes as an
introduction before working with plastics.
I am grateful to Miss Virginia Eicholtz, Dow Chemical
Company, Midland, Michigan, for her cooperative suggestions:
Ren Plastics, Incorporated, Lansing, Michigan, for their
courteous help when needed, prompt delivery, and Interest
in my use of one of a great many types of epoxies they
fabricate; also to Michael Harmes, Taig Frid, William
Keyser, and Wendell Castle, instructors in Interior and
iii
Furniture Design. I am further indebted to the adminis
tration of Mr Harold Brennan, Dean, College of Fine and
Applied Arts, Rochester Institute of Technology, School
For American Craftsmen, Rochester, New York.
All black and white photographs were done by:
Vane Wallace Dykhuls
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INTRODUCTION
The plastics industry is a vast framework of chemical
companies, research labratories, molders, and fabricators.
The United States leads all other countries in this field.
Most manufacturing concerns are extensive users of avail
able plastlos now on the market. Great quantities of
plastics materials are used in the electrical, automotive,
steel, construction, food packaging, printing, and garment
industries. They use them in the form of molded parts,
laminates, adhesives, foams, wrappings, finishes, and
synthetic fabrics.
In 1959, plastic processors were distributed across
the United States in numbers totaling 5,500. At the present
rate of growth a speculative figure for 1963, would add
another 500 processors. The largest percentage is concent
trated in the Eastern half of the country, with a progres
sively smaller percentage spread throughout the midwest, to
the west coast where there Is only some 10$.
Growth in terms of dollar volumn, and poundage of raw
materials is in the billions. By the year 1950, basic raw
materials of the plastics industry had exceeded in annual
tonnage most of the non-ferrous metals, including aluminium.
The enhanced use of plastics in daily living is re
cognized in the modern home through the generous use of
these materials in the areas of kitchen appliances, floor
coverings, finishes, counter tops, fabrics, etc. A family
-1-
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with pre-school children can attest to the invasion today
of plastic toys. Application of plastics to modern living
requires integrity on the part of fabricators. They must
make a choice of the right plastic for a specific consumer
product.
Plastics is a huge family of materials with widely
varing properties. An accepted definition of plastics is:
"A large and varied group of materials which consist
of or contain as an essential ingredient a substance
of high molecular weight which, while solid In the
finished state, at some stage in its manufacture is
soft enough to be formed into various shapes, most
usually through the application, either singly or to
gether, of heat and pressure.
" 1
The derivation of the word plastic is from the Greek
word "plastikos", and,
" appears to have been used first as a suffix implying
growing, developing and forming. Later it was used as
an adjective meaning capable of being formed." 2
The military has played an Important role in the rapid
development of the plastics industry. This position also
holds true today. Polystyrene or styrene was advanced
through extensive research to offset the shortage of natural
rubber at the time of World War II. It played a vital role
in the production of synthetic rubbers. Production of alr-
1 " A Primer Of Plastics," Modern Plastlos Encyclopedia.
(1962), XXXIX, 18.
2 S. Leon Kaye, The Production and Properties Of
Plastics. (Scranton: International Textbook Company,
1947), p. 1.
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craft and high frequency development helped to accelerate
the industry.
There is no let up today in the Army and Navy research
and development program in plastics. The Department of
Defense will continue to replace metal components and parts
with applicable plastic parts. As the supply of plastics
becomes increasingly dependable and where weight is a
critical factor, these materials will take over.
H Plastic bogie wheels /"for tanks and tracked ve
hicles^, for instance could result in a one ton
saving in weight per vehicle.
" 5
At the end of World War II, there was tremendous plant
space available to produce plastics. In trying to reach
the consumer as quickly as possible many products were put
on the market with little quality control or regard for the
limitations of materials. This left a "bad taste" in the
purchaser's mouth and undermined confidence in a material
with exceptional retail value. When retail outlets began
to advertise that their products were made either of wood
or metal, it was time that engineers and sales departments
of plastic companies took a second look at their philosophy
and forget the dollar attachment. With quality control,
research, and an astute use of materials, companies began
to make Inroads and regain consumer confidence. This
*
Herbert R. Simonds, Source Book Of The New Plastics.
( New York: Reinhold Publishing Corporation, 1959),
pp. 314 - 315.
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however took many years.
" Every month new developments come along that make
all that was new yesterday old today. " 4
The plastics Industry is an excellent example of what
competition and research can do in a complex free enter
prise. When a new plastic is developed iti:<must mark an
improvement in performance over the material it supersedes
in order to contribute toward advancement.
1 Ever since the beginning of modern plastics, new
materials and modified properties of old materials
have appeared at an ever- increasing rate, until at
the present time some forty or more distinct plastics
types are in commercial use. " 5
Primary plastics are being produced today by some
150 - 160 companies. Most of these companies are part of
the chemical industry.
H Today there are about 40 primary plastics either
in commercial production or available from pilot
plants." 6
Chemical companies like the Dow Chemical Company,
Midland, Michigan, produce other materials as well as
primary plastics which are part of the plastics field,
"The Pure Research of Jan DeSwart, " Craft Horizons.
(January / Feburary, 1958), XVIII, 15.
*
Simonds, Preface V
6 Simonds, p. 1.
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but are classified as "secondary materials." Adhesives
would be a material of this type.
Table 1 is an alphabetical list of primary plastics.
The underlined names are the ones which this paper will
be specifically Interested in. Chemical names are long
but the family growth of plastics is readily discernible.
Numbers 2# through 35, indicate this family relationship.
TABLE 1
Primary Plastics a
1. Acetal resins (Delrln) 22. Polyesters
2. ACETATES (including citrate
3. Acrylics polyesters)
4. Acrylonitrite-butadiene- 23. Polyether (Penton)
styrene (ABS$ polymers 24. Polyethylene
5. Alkyds 25. Polypropylene
6. Allyls 26. POLYSTYRENE
7. Butyrates 27. Polyurethanes
8. Casein 28. Polyvinyl acetal
9. CELLULOSE NITRATE 29. Polyvinyl acetate
10. Coumarone-lndene 30. Polyvinyl alcohol
11. Ethyl cellulose 31. Polyvinyl butyral
12. Ethylene oxide (polyox) 32. Polyvinyl carbazole
13. EPOXIES 33. Polyvinyl chloride
14. Fluorocarvons 34. Polyvinyl chloride-
15. Furanes vinyl acetate
16. Melanlnes 35. Polyvinyl idene
17. Methylstyrene chloride
18. PHENOLICS 36. Silicones
19. Polyacrylamides 37. Ureas
20. Polyamldes (nylon)
21, Polycarbonate (Lexan)
a Herbert R Simonds. Source Book of The New Plastics, p. 2.
Most people only identify plastics by tradename.
"Plexiglas" and "Lucite", are two examples. Not very many
individuals other than those connected with the industry.
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and craftsmen speak of them as acrylics.
"Black Magic", to the auto body repairman, or "do-it-
yourself" repairman means that he gets a two package plastic
material consisting of one can of resin, and a tube of liquid
called hardener. Little does he realize that this is an
epoxy, which is relatively new in the field of body solders.
PART I
Types Of Organic Plastics
-7-
I
NATURAL RESINS
Nature has provided resins for man to use. He has
put these natural plastic materials such as pitch, rosin,
amber, shellac, and rubber, to work for him. Resins of
mineral origin are also contributing to the Industry.
Asphalt and tar are two of the aforementioned resins.
The craftsman is more apt to be framillar with shellao
than some of the other resins found in nature.
" The records gave Emil Berliner - 1929. He
came to the United States from Germany in 1870. He
was an inventor. One of his inventions in 1887 was
a talking machine and a method of duplicating disk
records_7 credit for the first application of shellac
as a plastic in 1895. Yet Marco Polo introduced this
material in Europe in the year 1290: '
Shellac has been used for years as the binder in the
making of phonograph records, high voltage equipment and
telephone parts.
" Plastic resins used in making phonograph records
have proved so superior to shellac that they now
dominate the market. " 8
' Kaye, p. 6.
8 Plastics Today , ( c 1952, The Dow Chemical Co.,
Midland, Michigan ), p. 3.
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II
SYNTHETIC RESINS
The synthetics are todays man made plastics. They
are a large group of plastics with numerous applications.
The chemist has been able to manipulate the synthetics
extensively so that he is capable of developing a part
icular resin to do a very specific Job. These resins have
certain definitely defined characteristics such as:
hardness; transparency; elasticity; or the insulating
ability of mica.
In the manufacture of paper the basic characteristics
of wood are not lost. The tree Is first cut, trucked to
the mill and machine ground into pulp. It-is then pro
cessed into paper. The fibers which make the paper are
still wood fibers. Chemical characteristics of the wood
have not changed. The plastics industry would take this
same wood and end up with something having a much differ
ent appearance. The cellulose from the wood would have
no resemblance to the basic raw material wood. The plastics
chemist is vitally Interested in what is called polymer
ization.
" In this process, individual molecules are made to
link together in various combinations to form new
materials. " 9
9 " The Chemistry of Plastics, " The World Book
Encyclopedia. (1950), XIII, 6406.
-9-
A single molecule in plastics terminology is a
monomer.
These may all be molecules of the same suDstance or
zaey may be combinations of the molecules of two or
more substances." 1
Monomers are persuades to link together to form long
chainlike molecules called polymers. They are encouraged
to polymerize. A single polymer may have 100 - 3,000 links
or monomers.
10 The World Book Encyclopedia. 6406.
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TAELE 2
Introduction of Plastics Raw Materials "
Date Material Example
. .Eye Glass Frames
Telephone Hand Set
1909 . . . . . Cold Molded .... Knobs and Handles
1919 . . Knitting Needles
Electrical Bases
(molded)
Terminal Boards
1927 . . Toothbrushes.
Packaging:
1927 . . . . . Polyvinyl Chloride Raincoats
1929 Urea-Formaldehyde Lighting Fixtures
1935 . . . .flashlight Cases
1936 . . . Brusn Backs, Displays
Flash Bulb Lining
193 . . . . Cellulose Acetate . .
BuiyraTie
Irrigation Pipe
1.93S . . . le Kitchen Housewares
1938 . . . Gears
1938 . . . Safety Glass
Interlayer
1939 . i Tableware
1939
. Auto Seat Covers
Interior Partitions
. Squeezable Bottles
1943 . . . . Motor Insulation
1943 . . . . Industrial Gaskets
1945 . . . Automatic Pens and
Pencils
1947 . . . . . Epox.v Tools and Jigs
.
dlene - Styrene . . . Luggage
1956 . . . Automotive Parts
1957 . . . Industrial Moldings
1957 . . . Appliance Parts
1959 . . * Valves and Fittings
"Plastics," (Prepared Under The Direction of Public
Relations Committee, "The Society of The Plastics
Industry ), 8th Revised Edition, p. 5.
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III
Cellulose Nitrate
The story goes that a shortage of ivory for billiard
balls stimulated the search for a material which could be
used as an adequate substitute. This rather humerous dev
elopment was to lead up to the more or less accidental
birth in 1868, of the first modern plastic, cellulose
nitrate, better known as "celluloid. " Some years before
this in 1855, a chemical development by an Englishman
named Alexander Parkes, was to help lead the way to
"celluloid."
" At that time an Englishman ... treated cotton with
nitric acid (in the presence of sulphuric acid) and
obtained the Important product "pyroxylin" (nitro
cellulose). " *1
The English were developing pyroxylin for use in lacquers,
and other coating materials.
In 1886, John Wesley Hyatt, anliAmerican, developed
under heat and pressure a cellulose base material which
when molded could be made Into that all important billiard
ball. Hyatt was an apprentice printer but had a latent
talent in chemistry. Little did the man realize that his
development of "celluloid" was to be the only man made
plastic of great commercial significance for 30 years.
It has been only a little more than 100 years since
11 John V, Adams, Ed. D. , Plastics Arts Crafts. (New
York: D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., 1948), p. 4.
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the beginning of what is now an ever expanding plastics
industry.
" Cellulose nitrate is made by treating cellulose
or cotton linters (the short cotton fibers remaining
, . . after ginning) with concentrated sulphuric and
nitric acid. This process, called nitration, is
comparatively simple except for the danger from fire
and explosion. " 12
The celluloslcs are chemically modified natural high
polymers made from cotton.
The automobile industry, destined to become an in
dustrial giant, made early use of cellulose nitrate.
(The data In Table 2, indicates the development of Poly
vinyl Acetals in 1938, for the interlayer of safety glass.)
Cellulose nitrate was used in the early development of
safety glass for windshields. A bond between the glass
and plastic lining by the use of heat and pressure was
effected, which is a method still in use today. Poly
vinyl Acetals eliminated the problem of discoloration and
crazing which were two disadvantages of early cellulose
nitrate. Side curtains were introduced early,with vis-
ability made possible through Inserts of "celluloid. "
The motion picture industry turned to cellulose
nitrate at the turn of the 20th century for use as a
12 Arthur Dunham, Working With Plastlos. (Mc Graw-
Hlll Book Company, 1948), pp. 22 - 23.
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flexable, transparent film. The drawback of being so
highly inflammable was partly offset by making all pro
jection booths fireproof.
This fire hazard was soon overcome when another
cellulosic material, cellulose acetate was used to make
nonflammable film in the year 1910.
The airplane of the 1st World War was doped on the
wing coverings with plastic cellulose acetate. After the
war this material lead to the making of fine threads which
we speak of as rayon.
"Duco Cement", the common household variety, is a
cellulose acetate cement.
-14-
IV
Phenol-Formaldehyde
Forty years after John Wesley Hyatt's development of
"celluloid", another man by the name of Dr. Leo Biakeland,
who at the age of 24 distinguished himself in becoming a
professor of chemistry, developed the first thermosetting
plastic with the tradename "Bakellte. "
" This discovery of "Bakellte" in 1909 was important
for two reasons. First it gave industry a very use
ful plastic resin. Second, it stirred the Imagination
of many people. It suggested the possibilities in
herent in synthetic materials of construction. " 13
Manufacturers were quick to visualize the far reaching
possibilities of this new material, and did something about
it when basic patent rights expired in 1927. The open
competition helped In supplying the extensive demands of
industry, reduction in the costs of production, and stimu
lated neoeesary expansion.
" Phenol, or carbolic acid, an antiseptic, is a
chemical by-product of an organic compound such as
coal or wood and may be synthetically produced from
benzene. Another antiseptic, formaldehayde, Is us
ually combined with phenol to produce the well-known
phenol-formaldehyde plastics. Formaldehyde Is ob
tained from wood aloohol or synthetically from carbon
monoxide and hydrogen (from the air). Thus originates
the glib statement that plastics is made from coal and
air, as though these ingredients were mixed together,
when actually plastics results from the complex pro
cedure of combining chemical extractions. " 14
5 Clark Robinson, Meet The Plastlos. (New York:
Maomillan Company, 1949) , p. 4.
Dunham, p. 5.
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"Bakellte", provided a long sought after material
with good insulating properties. The electrical industry
was quick to begin using it and found a ready outlet in
the automobile industry for ignition parts, and in light
ing fixtures and office equipment. This thermosetting
plastic adapts itself best to rather dark colors.
Fillers are used in most of the synthetic plasties.
Their use in phenolic plastics Imparts properties which
the basic material doesn't have. Some common fillers are:
Filler Properties
1. Wood-flour Reduction In cost.
Improved molding qualities.
Adds body.
2. Cotton Shock resistance.
Shredded cloth Impact strength.
Paper pulp
3. Asbestos Heat resistance.
Dimensional stability.
Low-moisture absorption.
4. Graphite Keeps friction to a
minimum.
The phenolics are still used today and are manip
ulated in various ways to provide for some specific Job.
" Parts made from a new mineral-filled phenolic mold
ing powder developed by General Ellctrlc can with
stand temperatures up to 500 degrees F. Applications
include stove parts, coffee-pot bases, and handles for
heating appliances. 15
*$ Simonds, p. 24.
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V
Classification of Plastics
All plastics irregardless of their particular prop
erties will fall under one of the two following groups:
(1) The thermoplastics. (2) The thermosetting plastics.
The definition of a thermoplastic is as follows:
" These plastics become soft when exposed to suf
ficient heat and harden when cooled, no matter how
often the process is repeated. In this group falls
the acrylic s, /"plexlglas and lucite_7 the oellulosics,
nylon (polyamide), polyethylene, polystyrene or
styrene . . . .
" 16
Thermoplastics might be likened to shellac stick, or
even steel because they can be remelted and remolded In
definitely without any chemical change.
The definition of a thermosetting plastic is as fol
lows:
" The plastic materials belonging to the thermoset
ting group are set into permanent shape when heat
and pressure are applied to them during forming.
Reheating will not soften these materials. Thermoset
ting plastics include phenolica, /~bakellte7, ...
epoxies, silicones, alkyds, and casein. " 17
If a thermosetting plastic is being compression mold
ed a constant and uniform temperature can be maintained in
the mold. Curing takes place as a result of the heat,
plasticity decreases, and it is possible to eject the
1 " Plastics, What They Are, " (October, 1959, The
Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc., H.Y. ),p. 6.
17 Ibid., p. 7.
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suff loiently rigid molded product while still hot. There
is a chemical reaction taking place during this oure which
is lrreversable, called cross Unking of resin chains.
The chemist thinks of It as being one giant three dimen
sional molecule. A thermosetting plastic might soften under
extreme heat but it will not revert back to the flowable
material it was as an uncured resin.
-18-
VI
Polystyrene, A Thermoplastic
Polystyrene is one of the most widely used of all man-
made thermoplastic compounds. It had been known to science
for nearly a century, but no further research and develop
ment was to occur until 1937.
A French chemist by the name of Berthelot discovered
the ethyl-benzene process In 1886.
* Benzene from coal and ethylene gas from petroleum
are reacted to form ethylbenzene. Styrene is obtain
ed from ethylbenzene by means of a cracking process,
and is then purified by distillation. Polymerization
follows. The crystal polymer, polystyrene, and weight
ed out colorants are blended together In special equip
ment from which the polystyrene emerges in the form of
granules ready to be shipped to the molder. " 18
American companies by 1937, were able to produce a pure
material of high quality in commercial quantities at a price
which was comparable to other plastics. Plant facilities
during World War II for production of styrene needed for
synthetic rubber, were capable of producing up to 400,000,000
pounds of plastic. At the end of the war a great many of
these huge plants were converted over to the production of
styrene for consumer use.
18 "Plastics Today," p. 6.
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" Back in 1949, which was still the baby carriage era
for synthetic resins, polystyrene output amounted to
240.3 million pounds. During the first eight months
of 1959, for which government figures are available,
polystyrene resins hit a record production total of
589,759,322 pounds - 40% higher than tne correspond
ing period of 1958." 19
Polystyrene has the following desirable properties:
1. Non-toxic.
2. Exceptionally good electrical properties.
3. It retains It's strengtn at low temperatures.
4. Very low water absorption rate, which makes it
excellent in humid climates and for continual
emersion In water.
5. It is difficult to ignite.
6. It burns slowly and gives off a sooty smoke.
7. It will take ordinary household usage well.
tt. It can be molded into pieces wnicn necessitate
reproduction of detail.
9. An excellent additive to paints, varnishes, and
lacquers.
10. It will accept color extremely well and in a wide
range of tints.
11. It can be crystal clear, as either "Plexiglas", or
"Lucite", and transmit light equally as well.
Polystyrene also has it's share of undesirable qual
ities:
l. It will not resist outdoor weathering sufficiently
to warrent use in permanent outdoor installations.
9 The Boom Is On, " Chemical and Engineering News,
(November 9, 1959), PP. 30 - 31.
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2. It is effected by direct suniignt. Sunlight
causes it to turn yellowish and become brittle.
3. Dust will collect readily on the surface. Most
thermoplastics have this same disadvantage, but
styrene the most. High humidity has no beneficial
effect on polystyrene but it does cut down on dust
collection during the more humid summer montns.
a Unfortunately, the high resistivity of polystyrene
does not permit static electric charges that develope
on Its surface to be neutralized or to be conducted to
the ground. " 20
Research has led to the development of destaticizers
for application to the surfaces of finished molded articles.
20 " Destaticizers," Modern Plastics Encyclopedia.
(1957), XXXV, 374 - 3751
' ~
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VII
Epoxy, A Thermosetting Plastic
Epoxies were put on the market in 1947. 13 years after
their first commercial production they had made no substan
tial progress in the plastics field. Manufacturers labeled
this group as the
"miracle"
plastics, and promoted their
sales campaign on this premise and nothiing else. Producers
are now beginning to realize that epoxies will be bought on
the.same basis as any other product.
"... overall cost including materials, labor, and hand
ling equipment. " 21
In the tooling business epoxies have found their place.
The United States Department of Commerce estimated in 1956,
that epoxies made up 60% of the plastics used for tooling.
In the year 1962, authoritative reports show that the epoxies
have cornered 95% of tne tooling plastics market. The air
craft industry has really put them to work.
The ready acceptance of epoxies has been slow in some
industrial areas because of problems which as yet haven't
been solved. One group of problems is the proportioning,
mixing, and efficient application.
" The Harvard Business achool Survey on epoxy resins
prepared in 1959, observed that the limiting factor in
the acceptance of epoxies was not the price of the
resin but the costs encountered in using them. " 22
21 "Epoxies: A Boom at Last?," Chemical Engineering.
^November lb, 1959), PP. 112 - 114, passim
Modern Plastics Encyclopedia (1962), p. 20d.
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Epoxy is sold either as a one package product or as a
two package product. If the one package resin is used it
must be cured at elevated temperatures. Tne two paokage
product is comprised of one can of resin^and one can of hard
ener. This is mixed prior to using by adding the hardener
to the resin in the eorrect ratio given by the manufacturer.
The problem of "pot life" varies depending on the type of
epoxy, and Its Intended use.
It Is entirely feasable that the day will come when in
the building trades hardly a nail will be driven in con
struction work. This is not liable to occur until the hand
ling problem of structural adhesives is solved. In other
words it is going to be necessary to apply epoxy adhesives
easier, and faster than it is possible to drive nails with a
hammer.
The epoxies are compatible with most inorganic materials
and they don't lose their essential properties. This enables
different mixtures to be formulated to meet specifications
which make use of combined properties of both resins.
" The conversion of a liquid epoxy resin to a thermo
setting solid which may conform to the shape and size
of its container is of fundamental importance to its
commercial use. This phenomenon is not restricted to
epoxy resins. Other resins such as polyesters, pheno-
lics and melamines have the same characteristic.
Liquid epoxy resins however, because their structure
and the method of their cure, are far superior to these
other resins in the following properties:
-23-
1. No volatile loss during cure.
2. Dimensional stability during cure - they have very
little shrinkage and can be used for very accurate
reproduction.
3. Solvent and chemical resistance - systems can be
made which are impervious even to hot acetone or
hot caustic.
4. Chemical inertness - they accept a wide range of
fillers and pigments; they do not affect encapsul
ated parts or common containers.
5. Hardness coupled with great toughness and shock
resistance.
6. Adhesion - the tenacity of epoxy adhesion to almost
any surface is without equal among organic coatings.
7. Simplicity of formulation and ease of use. " 2^
25 "Introduction," Dow Liquid Epoxy Resins. (Oct. I960),
The Dow Ghemical Company, Midland, Michigan, p. 1.
PART II
The Decorative Use of Plastics
In Combination With Wood
en plastics, inc.
.422 south cedar street, lansing 9, michigan
TECHNICAL PRICE BULLETIN
RP-1125
Surface Coat
Table 3
1
1
PACKAGE & PRICE DATA TYPICAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
1
Net Weight: 13 lb. 12% oz.
Price per case: $19.85
Price per lb. mixed: $1.44
Price per gal. mixed: $15.86
Mixing Ratio
By Weight 15-2
1 Cast
Specific Gravity:
Lam.
Net Weight: 6 lb. 15 oz.
Price per case: $11.79
Price per lb. mixed: $1.70
Price per gal. mixed: $18.71
1.38
Pot Life (Working
Time of 1# in min.) 18 - 22
Viscosity before
'
adding Hardener
Not Packaged this size
Thixotropic
Viscosity after
1 adding Hardener Thixotropic
Unit: 1 5-gal. pail Resin
1 1%-gal. pail Hardener
Price per unit (63# net) $78.12
Price per lb. mixed: $1.24
Price per gal. mixed: $13.65
1
Rockwell Hardness M-76
Compressive strength
Ultimate psi: 11,800
it
Flexural strength
Ultimate psi: 10,700
Tensile strength
Ultimate psi:1
1
!
*
5,800
j Heat Distortion
Temp. F 134
Thermal coefficient
of expansion in/in/F.
*
-
Modulus of Elasticity
in flexure psi: 0.64 x 106
DESCRIPTION: A thixotropic surface coat with excellent "hang-up"
qualities on vertical surfaces. Builds well on male
(or outside) corners. Suitable for brush application.
Excellent mixing and working qualities.
, , Not for Distribution
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X For Distribution
Terms: Net 30 days
Effective Dat
Bulletin No.
:e: 9/10/59
)
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VIII
Epoxy White Surface Coat RP-1125
Fabricator: Ren Plastics, Incorporated, 54-22 South
Cedar Street, Lansing 8, Michigan.
Cost: 1 pint can of resin and 1 can of hardener are
priced at $2.62.
1 quart oan of resin and 1 can of hardener sell for
$4.56.
The postage amounts to $ . 62 for shipment of 2 pint
cans of resin and hardener to Rochester, New York. Postage
is not prepaid.
A few of the important facts about RP 1125,which have
been experienced tnrough use:
1. It becomes extremely hard when completely cured
but will cut with a well sharpened chisel or plane.
A scraper and wet paper are both effective in
the finish stages.
2. It will bond stronger to wood than the strength of
wood itself.
3. Minimum pressure Is necessary to effect a satis
factory bond. Pressure clamping is not the way
to use this epoxy.
4. Tinting colors which work well are obtained from
any Sherwin Williams Company store. Keep in mind
that the opaque white will tint out the color. I'ne
color disperses Itself evenly throughout the epoxy.
5. Thinner can sparingly be used for certain types of
applications where the epoxy must flow into a tight
area. Tne thinner is called "Toluene", and it is
highly inflammable. It is classed as a "Red Label"
material .
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6. When mixing tne hardener with the resin, be care
ful not to whip air into it. Hit tne can on the
bench top a few times to force as muoh air to the
top as possible.
7. Mix the contents very through so that the hardener
is distributed throughout tne resin. If this isn't
done the epoxy which is in the bottom of the can
may not cure as well as the top mix.
8. Sanding friction must be carefully watched or the
epoxy will soften. With extreme heat it will raise
a little bit. See Table 3 for the heat distortion
temperature.
9. It is possible to use the epoxy for bonding a block
of wood long grain to end grain of latne stock.
Some of the disadvantages encountered in the use of
RP 1125 white surfacer, are as follows:
1. Butter out the epoxy with a stiff palette knife or
flat stick, by going over it a few times. The
plastic will pinhole objectionably if this step is
not given careful attention.
2. The short "pot life" of from 18 to 22 minutes means
that work must be organized so that it will be pos
sible to economically use all of tne epoxy In the
pint can.
3. It is difficult to proportion in quantities of less
than the one pint container which the manufacturer
supplies the material in. The can of resin is
about two-tnirds lull. To little hardener will re
sult In useless soft, spongy plastic. See Table 3
for proportions by WEIGRT.
i'ne manufacturer doesn't give detailed precautions for
handling RP 1125, exoept for the following which is on the
can.
1. Make sure the room is well ventilated.
2. Remove any material from your skin with Rem 70
Hand Cleanser or denatured alcohol.
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In a Dow bhemical Company, Midland, Michigan, Technical
Bulletin, some helpful suggestions in handling, and facts
relating to the toxicity of epoxy resins are presented to
the user of this type of plastics.
" Liquid epoxy resins, while they present hazards from
handling, may be used without undue hazard to workers
if the following information is applied intelligently.
Many of the suggestions given are the result of per
tinent industrial experience with liquid resins. . .
The unoured or green resins are not particularly irritat
ing to the skin. However, they are capable of causing
sensitization responses such as rashes in humans. The
epoxy resins are considerably less potent in this re
spect than are the curing agents or diluents... Eye
contact will result in only slight, transient irrita
tions. The cured epoxy resin presents no problem from
skin contact or ingestion. " 24
Epoxy curing agents like the hardener of RP 1125, are
capable of causing severe irritation and damage upon con
tact with the eyes.
" Cases of asthmatic type responses in humans who have
beoome sensitized by breathing of the vapor of these
curing agents . . . have been reported. " 25
Use disposable containers when working with this epoxy
material and spread lots of paper underneath cans and in the
area where pieces are to be assembled.
Application To Lathe Turned Bowls: It is a challenge to
use epoxy white surfacer as a decorative medium with wood for
lathe turned bowls. Wood by itself has warmth, color,
24 " Toxicity and Suggested Handling Precautions,"
(October, I960), Liquid Dow Epoxy Resins, The Dow
Chemical Company, Midland, Michigan, p. 24.
25 Ibid., p. 25.
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and grain pattern, so in combining it with another material
the approach must be with as much restraint as possible.
Let the wood be the dominate medium. Watch the plastic as
changes take plaoe in lines, circles, etc. , as a result of
the turnedj curved planes of the wood.
Other Applications of Epoxy White Surfacer: The white line
which shows where the wood is Joined with epoxy must func
tion as part of the design because this material is not as
effective as a bonding agent when pressure clamped together.
The teak bowl In Figure 2 was pressure clamped and did hold
together when turned but the white which shows here and there
is insecure design wise. The following are uses for RP 1125
white surfacer:
1. Wall panels either In combination with wood by it
self or combined with other materials such as
styrene in sheet form , metals, etc. Non-objective
and semi-abstract designs adapt themselves well with
these materials. See Figure 5
2. Wood space sculptures either planear or linear.
3. Embedment of materials.
4. Use of metal filings or wood chips as fillers.
5. Scrap exterior pieces of epoxy bowls can be shaped
and used in design panels.
6. It can be used as a grout in mosaic type designs
where the end grains of wood pieces are up. The
dimensional stability and bonding of tnls type of
grout is superior to the mixture of glue and plaster.
No cracks from tne movement of wood will show if the
pieces are no larger than one-half an inch square.
It is reasonable to believe that when larger pieces
of wood are used tnere could possibly be checking.
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7. Tambour doors, handle pulls, and decorative treat
ments in furniture design.
Tools: The turning of bowls where the tool will be in
contact with epoxy requires the use or carbide tipped lathe
tools.
Pinholes: If the holes are small they might be filled
with white crayon. This should not be done until after the
finish is on and the pinholes cleaned out. The best way is
to refill with epoxy, when another batch is mixed for use.
Tape areas of wood around where holes are to be filled so
that the epoxy doesn't get into the open grain. See Figure 3.
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IX
Polystyrene in Sheet Form
Supply: In the back of any volumn of "The Modern
Plastics Encyclopedia," suppliers are listed for the plastics.
Two of the forms styrene is available In are sheet and rod.
Cost: In magazine articles on the plastics, the prices
quoted are for large quantities such as fabricators would
purchase. Styrenes will be considerably cheaper than any of
the epoxies. Industry will pay from $ .25 to $ .44 per
pound for styrene, whereas the epoxy will cost $ .65 or more
per pound for resins or molding compounds.
Toxicity: None.
Material Description: Polystyrene or styrene Is trade-
named "Styron", by the Dow Chemical Company. The " Styron"
used for this study in sheet form, varied in thickness from
l/l6th of an inch, to 1/4 of an inch. The styrenes are
thermoplastics so are sensitive to heat. Temperatures of
between 140 degrees to 160 degrees Fahrenheit, will soften
this plastic.
Adhesives: Most airplane model kits are made of sty
rene so hobby shops carry tubes of "Polystyrene Cement. "
It is the best cement to use with this plastic material.
Plastic to plastic, the bond is like one. I'he bondjplastic
to wood is adequate enough for decorative work. When pres
sure clamping, the softened plastic will squeeze out from
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underneath the cemented surface.
Fabrication: All the basic hand tools adapt themselves
well to shaping "Styron". Power machinery can cause trouble
as the result of the plastic softening due to friction. A
sharp tool will reduce friction and give a clean finish.
Thin styrene will cut with a sharp hollow ground blade,
but thick pieces must be cut with care. A cros6-cut blade
with a good set, is safe to use.
Use some sort of a coolant when drilling the thermo
plastics. Compressed air from a hose will help to keep the
friction temperature down, and will keep the chips blown
away from the area being drilled out. A pilot hole filled
with wax stick or some substitute, reduces troublesome
friction. Twist drills especially designed for the thermo
plastics are available.
Finishing: The finishing of "Styron" is not difficult
for the student or craftsman. Wet sanding to remove scratch
es is the most practical way to treat the surface. If a
gloss finish is desirable then the buffing wheel can be used.
Abrasives like pumice and rotten stone after using wet paper
leave desirable soft finishes. Just rubbing with a rag,
paper towel, or wax will leave a semi-gloss finish. Don't
apply the Danish Oil Finish "Watco" to wood over appllqued
pieces of styrene. The polymer In the "Watco" will make the
styrene tacky and it will lose its finish.
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Applloat ions: A wide variety of pastel colored
"Styron}' is available to help make it an ideal design mat
erial. *he following are a few applicable treatments of this
type plastic, for design work;
1. Thin pieces of 1/I6th of an inch, plus or minus,
will bend into curves without the application of
heat. Pieces can be supported with dowels and
slotted forms. See Figure 11.
2. Thick pieces 1/4 of an inch or more require the
application of heat to bend. The best way to heat
sheet stock Is In a kiln made specifically for
this purpose. An improvised box lined with alum
inum foil for reflectancy, and an Infra-red lamp
will help in heating thick pieces. Lamp heated
shapes must be limited in size. Blocks cut on the
band saw can be used to control press the heated
form.
3. Pieces stood on edge can be butted together and
cemented, but a sufficient period of time must
be allowed for it to harden. Twelve hours or
more is best to wait.
4. "Styron, " of varied thickness can be cut in shap
es and cemented flat to base material.
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Epoxy Surface Coat RP-1125 and Polystyrene
On The High School Craft Level
New processes and materials intrigue the young high
school art and craft student. Epoxy surfacer and polystyrene
can offer this stimulation. Polystyrene could be used more
efficiently when the short classhour, present day classload,
and the teacher's energy are taken into consideration. This
certainly wouldn't exclude the use of the white epoxy, but
because of the fact that it is a ratio liquid and must be
used quickly it would work best with a controllable group.
Both of these plastics are opaque. The thinner sheets
of polystyrene are however somewhat translucent and bright
en in color when light strikes and passes through them.
The hand forms shown in Figures 8 and 9> were develop
ed in a craft class made up of students from the 10th through
the 12th grades. They were done early in the fall of 1961,
as an introduction to the study of three dimensional form.
Basic hand tools like the rasp, coping saw, gouges, and
scraper were used by students. Those who have elected
Crafts II this coming fall, will do a similar problem and
introduct the use of linear white epoxy, as both a bonding
and decorative material. They will relate the white line
to the form and study what happens to it with the change in
direction of curved planes.
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The application of sandwiched epoxy between veneer for
Jewlery, using the possibilities of sgraffito with linoleum
tools, is still another area this plastic could function in.
The sandwiched material will cut easy on a vibro saw. See
Figure 7, which shows a trial piece of veneered plastic used
in this manner.
A household variety of epoxy adhesive has been on the
market for a short time which mixes in a 1 to 1 ratio, resin
to hardener. The high school beginning Jewlery shown in
Figure 10, Illustrates the application of this type epoxy.
It can be used to bond strips of silver between exotic woods,
for inlays of metal, and the bonding of metal to a surface.
Most of the success of this type of adhesive depends on how
careful the student mixes resin to hardener in the oorrect
ratio. It is not wise to use this epoxy adhesive if the
material has been on the store rack over a year.
Hand hewn bowls could be made much along the same ap
proach as turned forms, using the white epoxy line as a de
corative element. Enough student work could be readied so
that an entire container of the epoxy would be used. J-hat
which might be left could always be sandwiched between vene
er to economize.
More applications of epoxy surfacer are as follows:
salad spoon and fork ends, sanded and glossed on a buffer;
salt and pepper shakers; non-objective panels; etc.
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" Styron", is tne tradename for polystyrene sheet, made
by the Dow Chemical. Company.
"Styron" in sheet form, with its many beautiful pastel
colors will satisfy the need of students and teachers for
an excellent design material, which is flexable enough to
be bent into Interesting curves, and in thick sheets, able
to stand and be cemented for three dimensional plane pro
blems. It is equally as challenging when used flat and
cemented to some rigid base material. The student should
experience cutting, sawing, filing, and cementing of tnis
material before preparing a sketch. The sketch should be
prepared in cardooard for pianear pro ol ems, on paper for
flat designs, and colors used which are available in the
classroom supply of plastic. In tnis case, where ratner ex
pensive material is being used there should be careful
design preparation made by eacn student. High school stud
ents will use sheet stock wltn absolutely no sense or econ
omy,without a prepared sketch.
The ease of cutting, shaping, and sawing "Styron" with
tools that are always available in the average art or craft
room, again make it an ideal plastic material. Strips will
break off at desired lengtns by first scoring wltn a knife
or snarp pointed insturment. It will saw with any of the
saws liable to be found at home or in the classroom.
Scratches will come out of the surface readily witn
ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY LIBRARY
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a flat scraper. The scraper can't be pushed with as great
pressure or speed as on wood because of the friction, and
consequently heat It will generate. If scrapers aren't
available then wet or garnet paper will do the trick of pre
paring surfaces for the final desired finish.
Success wltn scrap plastic bathroom tile, whioh is styrene,
hasn't been gratifying due to tne fact tnat tne pieces are
small and extremely thin. Scrap tiles however will provide a
suppllmentary source for polystyrene.
See Figure 10 for an application oi "Styron" to Jewlery.
In this example the student veneered the wood used for the
basic shape to applique on.
PART III
Summation
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XI
Report In The Area of Concentration
"There is always a disappointment when a work is fin
ished: the realization that it is impossible to com
municate one's thoughts or feeling completely. xhe only
thing that seems to be consistently satisfying is the
total involvment at the moment of doing. " 25
To turn a bowl on the lathe using white epoxy as a de
corative and bonding agent Is an exciting experience, part
icularly when the design is revealed in the round.
The disappointing factor has been the failure to com
pletely eliminate pinholes In the medium. A personal contact
with the processors will do much to rectify this situation.
In fact, I feel confident that with the epoxies available,
that personnel In the labratory of the processor will make
a compound available for future application, which will el
iminate this problem. To really become a dependable decora
tive medium, the elimination of pinholes must become a real
ity. A visit on my part to some plant where this material is
being used for tooling, would be a great help. In the many
applications I made the epoxy worked best when it could be
squeezed out from between pieces as they were sandwiched to
gether. The rosewood plate In Figure 3, and the cherry bowl
in Figure 4, enabled me to use it in this manner. In slot
ted lines or even large open cuts, plnholing seemed to in
crease.
2*5
Craft Horizons. January/February, 1958, p. 12.
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I have made less applications in the use of polystyrene,
due to the press of time, but with the realization that I
will be able to observe this material in use on the high
school level. Here it will be possible to further investi
gate many of it's potentialities as applied to student design
problems. In my own work this fall I will do something with
heat bent forms. The panel of bent shapes supported by slot
ted forms in Figure 11, reassured me that much can be done
with this colorful material without special equipment.
I sincerely hope that the limited experimentation with
both the thermosetting and thermoplastic plastics, will set
a stepping stone to further Investigation by craft students,
and mature craftsmen.
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Figure 1
Top Sketoh: White epoxy surfacer used as a sandwich between
walnut, with no concern for the unifor ess of line.
Bottom Sketch: Rosewood strips im .oross and with grain.
Teak bowl with saw cuts filled \r xth
epoxy white surfacer.
Rosewood plate. Note the few places where white epoxy
got Into the open grain. This happened because tape
wasn't put around the "pinhole" area before refilling
with epoxy.
Figure 4
H
Cherry bowl turned with the long grain up. Plate block
was put on with epoxy white surfacer. There was no sep
aration from the end grain.
Figure 5
Panel of walnut and mahogany strips, sandwiched with epoxySheet "Styron" was appliqued with "Polystyrene Cement."
Figure 6
A non-objective \. ^el.
Band saw cuts from "he
outside of epoxy bow^
stock were used for
material.
Figure 7
A trial piece of veneer sgraffito.
Lines were cut through veneer with
a Speedball linoleum cutter.
Figure 8
Soulptured "hand forme *
done with scraps of cherry
and walnut by high school
students In a Craft I class.
One year of art is required
as a prerequisite.
Figure 9
Craft II students can use Epoxy White Surfacer to put
pieces of one kind of wood together with and develope
sculptural forms which utilize the decorative white line.
They will be able to study the changes which occur in
the flow of line on curved surfaces.
Figure 10
HIGH SCHOOL JEWLERY
Combination of Wood
and Metal
iffif/afiw
Appliqued shap. of polystyrene
veneer rectangle. The adhesive
was "Polystyrene Ov ^nt."
a.
The store variety of epoxy cement
comes with one tube of resin and
one tube of hardener. Ratio is
one to one. Accuracy is a must
for proper cure.
This cement can be used effectively in
Jewlery making for beginners. Inlays
and appliques are shown here.
Figure 11
Panel Sketch
1/16" thick, colored
polystyrene strips
were used, and fitted
to slotted pegs. The
thermoplastic was not
heated and bent, now-
ever severe curves
should be heated some
before bending. Strips
can be removed from
the pegs.
